COMPOSITION
CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL
OF TWENTY TYPICAL "LIMONITES''
Rol.lNn BLeucHAno, Mount Isa, Queensland,Austrolia'

capillary water (1).
boxwork or
It has been known likewise that the limonitic cellular

matBroken Hill (New South Wales) such supergenegangue carbonate
calcite'
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intergrowths
ter, made up of a complex comprising minute
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magnesite' rhodochrosite and siderite in varying proportions,
may be
present locally in amount exceedingthe rimonitic j"ri..
of the cellurar
pseudomorphs (a). Upon weathering it yields sufficient
pulverulent hy_
drated ferric oxide from the decomposingsiderite to make
the thoroughry
weathered product, in the hand specimen, virtualry
indistinguishable
from normal gossan.
Hydrated manganesedioxide also may be present,
both as a replacement constituent of the limonitic jasper and as a free precipitate.
often
its colour is dark brown instead of brack. As such it
is noi readily distinguished in the hand specimen from the limonite
in which it is em_
bedded.
Gypsum, too, sometimes serves as the interstitial
binding agent for
granular limonitic particles (2), itserf stained
the same rrow]rist colour
as the limonite, and thus often mistaken for the latter.
Arthough ress
general in occurrence than the supergenegangue
carbonate it is abundant in some districts, and may constitute more than
25/6 of a gossan.
But disregarding these occurrences,and considering
only the ioosely
granular or pulverulent, more strictry limonitic
materlal, many impurities still are present. rn numerous districts the
basic suuate, jarosite
(KzO'3FezOB.4SO3.6H2O),
is not separatelydistinguished,and i, .o-_
monly mistaken for and misnamed "limonite." rn
districts where arsenopyrite is present scorodite (FeAsOa.2HrO) is
common, often efiectively
hidden by the more abundant limonitic matter,
especially if the per_
centage of scorodite is row and the minerar is
weri dispersed. rf read
minerals are present in such districts mimetite (3pbaAszOs.pbClz)
fre_
quently forms, and not uncommonly weathers in part
to massicot (pbo).
Both mimetite and massicot, thus derived, are
widespread in Australia,
occurring without necessaryregard for geographic
or climatic conditions,
and often so minutery dispersed through ihe limonitic
matter as to be
difficult to detect in the hand specimen (5). rn
humid climates organic
salts of iron often form conspicuouscoatings along
rock fractures. Most
of such organic salts are unstable and eventually
alter to one form or
other of the ferric oxides, but while they exist they
may be readily mis_
taken for "limonite."
These referencesare sufflcient to show that the ferric
oxide component
in gossans, usually referred to as
"rimonite," quite g"rrLity-i-, .o.rtaminated with admixed impurities.
To furnish an idea of the nature and extent of such impurities,
Table 1
is presented. rt sets forth the analyses and. calculated
probable mineralogical compositions of twenty typical limonitic proJucts
of diverse
origin and distribution, alr of which in the hand
specimen had the ap-
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pearance of, and were commonly referred to, as "limonite" in the districts in which they occurred. They have been chosen as typical from a
much larger group of analyses which the author has accumulated in his
work during the past twenty-five years, and represent both normal and
extreme types. Calculated mineralogical compositions are based upon
combined analyses and microscope examination of the powdered material. In most casesanalyses were carried only to one decimal. Exceptions are KzO and Cl. The former was determined to the nearest 0.057o;
the latter, to the nearest 0.005o/o.
In preparing the material for analysis, detectable country rock was
excluded, as was all other observedextraneousmaterial except the hypogene quartz of Nos. 14 and 16. Hypogene quartz could not be satisfactorily removed in those two instances without detriment to the
supergenematerial.
Supergene gangue carbonate matter comprises the fine-grained,
minutely-intergrown material which either formed more or less exclusively as the boxwork of No. 20, or was precipitated as a coating upon
or replacement of the previously-formed limonitic jasper mentioned on
page 37. No detectablehypogeneganguecarbonateis involved.
Kaolin has been observed under the microscope replacing the supergene gangue carbonate complexes,but most of the alumina of the analysesprobably representsminute specksof impure clayey matter deposited
by ground water. Precipitation from ground water likewise accounts for
the small content of silica in cases,such as No. 2, where normally no
silica would be expected.
Becauseunder the microscope no magnesium silicate was detected in
any of the specimens,all magnesia is calculated as magnesite. In small
amount it was identified in the eight specimenslisted as containing it.
In all cases siderite was calculated to consume COz remaining alter
requirements of calcite and magnesite (also rhodochrosite in Nos. 18
and 20) had been met. It was identified in seven of the ten specimens
listed as containing it.
"Miscellaneous" comprises mainly adsorbed and capillary water. In
some instances it may include organic matter, and possibly small
amounts of COz.
Hematite was not detected in powdered material of the twenty listed
specimensother than in No. 7, where it was clearly distinguished as a
fine-grained co-precipitate with much more abundant goethite.
Tunell has shown that, intergrown with goethite and jarosite, hematite
is not uncommon as a supergene derivative in certain of the leached
disseminated copper deposits of southwestern United States (6). Its
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formation in small amount by spontaneouscrystallization from hydrous
ferric oxide under surface conditions has been established by Raymond

(7).
It is noteworthy however that, except in the disseminated copper deposits where often it forms as a partial limonitic filling of the cavities
vacated by the leachedsulfides,or occurs as tiny veinlets along fractures,
hematite as a supergeneproduct has been observed only rarely in the
Leached Outcrop Investigation. In gossans derived from massive or
semi-massivesulfides it is virtually absent.
Because of its scarcity or complete absence in most of the material
listed in Table 1, it thus seemsnecessaryto conclude, from the analyses
Iisted in the table, that ferric oxide monohydrate may and frequently
does exist in porous gossans with too low a content of adsorbed and
capillary water to conform with the theoretical formula (2FezOr.3HzO)
for limonite.
The twenty products listed in the table, though in a few instances
comprising extreme types, are on the whole representative of the material which, as gossan,normally passesfor "limonite." They illustrate
both the wide variations in composition, and extent and nature of the
impurities, present in such material.
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